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Delivery 
infrastructure 
as a service



Creating a 
digital supply 
chain platform 

Start your own online business

Problems we solve: 

A Telematics IoT and Last Mile optimization business requires a 
bunch of different solutions that must be stitched together, often 
leading to frustrating results. 

 Routes optimization, dispatch and live monitoring needs

IoT and supply chain reports and charts demands

Lack of connectivity between systems 



Effortless 
Route 
Optimization

Get straight to work

We bring together everything that's required to optimize the Last 
Mile and the right constellation of basic apps, plus the ability to 
rapidly integrate any existing solution or hardware. As a result, 
your business can go globally.



Plan vs Actual live map highlighting actual GPS route on the same map with the planned 
route, with notifications in real time.
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Connect your own app

Everything you need, all in one collaborative cloud platform.



Cloud

IoT Core

IoT Core is a fully managed service that allows you to easily and securely connect, 
manage, and ingest data from globally dispersed devices. Easily connect your hardware.



Integrate 
Anything

Microservices Architecture



Xfleet Cloud
Create an account, choose your verticals 
and start your online business

For companies

Transport 
management system

Enable End-to-End Supply 
Chain Execution and 
Transparency.

Last mile solutions

We bring together 
everything that’s required 
to optimize, plan and track 
deliveries globally.

Fleet management 
and GPS solutions

Whether you are working 
with internally or externally 
drivers, mappingtheir 
locations using hardwired 
GPS or smartphones, keep 
your team organized.

Collaborative cloud

Share, communicate, and 
collaborate in real time, 

all in one platform.



Try for free, explore all the tools and services you 
need to start, run and grow your business.

www.xfleet.io

Tell us what you’re 
solving for. An Xfleet 
Cloud expert will help 
you find the best solution.


